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1. Executive Summary
This Deliverable D4.4 entitled “Report on dissemination activities” is prepared within the WP4
(Dissemination and exploitation) of the EMULRADIO4RAIL project. The purpose of this deliverable
is to give an overview of all dissemination and communication activities carried out during the
lifetime of the project.
The document will list and describe the tools that has been used during the project to ensure
exposure and diffusion of the project itself and its results to the general public as well to
organisations, stakeholders and a wider railway community.
In the strategic plan we differed between the general communication and the dissemination in
the following manner. The Communications, intern and extern, covers the whole project and go
on throughout the project time and further on. The Dissemination covers the results of the
projects during the project time.
All dissemination activities are based on the strategic plan described in the D4.2: Dissemination
Plan delivered in July 2019.
The EMULRADIO4RAIL project has used different types of communication channels both direct
communications as in being present at events, conferences and workshops speaking to the
target groups, and indirect communications via printed and digital materials.
The internal communication has been running smoothly with shared prepared templates, cloudbased folders and regular telephone conferences and meetings.
The cooperation with Shift2rail JU has been of great value and the we have received a lot of
support and exchange during the project.
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D4.4 with the title: “Report on dissemination
activities” as part of the Work package 4 “ Dissemination and exploitation of results”.
It is linked to the Task 4.1 Dissemination strategy and plans and Task 4.3 Communication
measures.
This document provides an overview of all dissemination and communication measures taken
during the 25 months Shift3Rail JU financed project.
Due to the current situation with Covid-19 the Project was prolonged with 7 Months ( from 18 to
25 Months ) as testing sites where closed during a long time preventing the project to move on.
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4. Objective/Aim
The aim of this Deliverable is to provide a detailed description of all the work carried out during
the lifetime of the project EMULRADIO4RAIL, accordingly to the dissemination strategy, (“D4.2
Dissemination strategy and plan” ) prepared in the beginning of the project.
The main steps of the “D4.2 Dissemination strategy and plan” were to define:
•
•
•
•
•

the dissemination objectives,
internal communication,
the target audience,
the dissemination plan with the communication actions,
the dissemination activities.

We have been using different communication channels:
• online communication and sharing of information between the partners via a cloud based
filesharing solution and external communication with a project website
• written communications as well as internal mails as external electronic newsletters,
public publications, papers and presentations
• non written communication via telephone conferences and face to face communication
through project meetings and active participation in international and European
conferences, presentations, and events.

5. The dissemination objectives
The objective stated in the “D4.2 Dissemination strategy and plan” was to raise great public
awareness about the EMULRADIO4RAIL project within S2R and the wider railway community.
Dissemination of the results has played an important role in the EMULRADIO4RAIL project as we
wanted to communicate the results and progress of EMULRADIO4RAIL to the target groups and
also identify and exploit the market possibilities of the outcomes generated.
Another objective was to enable and facilitate the internal communication between the partners
of the project.
Following in this document we will state how these objectives have been fulfilled.

6. Internal communication
A cloud based file-sharing solution hosted on a proprietary server, (Owncloud) was set up
through the project coordinator for sharing information and files in between the partners. This
way the partners were able to share larger files and have an overview of what each partner was
working on and help with reviewing deliverables.
We have had 6 general project meetings where the 6th last one had to be a remote video
meeting due to the pandemic. Several internal phone meetings have been made as well as email communications between the partners and all involved in the project.
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6.1.

Meetings organised and attendance

Meeting
Linked WP /
category/Title
Activity
1st F2F meeting – Kick WP5
OFF
Phone meeting
Task 1.1
MDM leader
Phone Meeting
In advance
IFSTTAR-DTU
for
OAI
platform
development
Phone meeting with Task 2.1 and
X2RAIL-3
WP3 Task 3.1
prototype leaders
2nd F2F meeting
WP5

Date

Location

Participants (short
name)
IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
ULille, MDM, Eurnex
IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
ULille, MDM
IFS and DTU

04/12/2018
11/01/2019

Brussels,
CLORA
Phone

16/01/2019

phone

05/02/2019

phone

IFST, IKL, DTU, RDL,
Siemens, Thalès

27/02/19

IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
ULille, MDM, Eurnex

General
progress WP5
meeting
Phone meeting RDL
Task 2.2

28/03/19

ULille,
Villeneuve
d’Ascq
Phone

03/04/2019

Phone

IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
ULille, MDM, Eurnex
IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL

Phone meeting with
Siemens – Prototype
integration
Phone meeting with
X2RAIL-3
WP3
prototype leaders
3rd F2F meeting

WP3

03/04/19

Phone

IFS, IKL, Siemens

Task 2.1 and 15/05/2019
Task 3.1

Phone

IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
Siemens, Thalès

WP5

2223/05/2019

DTU,
Copenhaguen

Phone Meeting T3.1

Task 3.1

28/06/19

Phone

IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
ULille, MDM, remote
participation
of
Eurnex
MDM, IFS, IKL, ULille

General
progress WP5
26/06/2019 Webex
IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
meeting
ULille, MDM, Eurnex
Phone meeting MS3
Task
3.3, 09/07/19
Phone
MDM, IFS, IKL, ULIlle
MS3
Some phone meeting was organized to finalize MS2 but not recorded by ULille
4th F2F meeting
WP5
10IKL,
San IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
11/09/2019 Sebastian
ULille, MDM, remote
participation
of
Eurnex
General meeting
Discussison
19/09/2019 Phone
IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
regarding
ULille, MDM
the
prototype
leaders.
General
progress WP5
03/10/2019 Phone
All
meeting
5th F2F meeting
WP5
10RDL - Roma
IFS, DTU, IKL, RDL,
11/12/19
ULille, MDM, Eurnex
G A 826152
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Phone meeting

05/02/20

phone

prototype leaders of
X2RAIl-3 WP3

6th Partner meeting
General
progress
meeting
General
progress
meeting
General
progress
meeting
workshop with X2RAIL3
WP3 partners on 23/09
General
progress
meeting
Final event

17/03/20
28/04/20

Video call
phone

All
All

07/07/20

phone

All

02/09/20

Video call

All

23/09/20

All + X2RAIL3

23/11/2020

Webinar
workshop
Video call

11/12/20

Webinar

All
+
registrated
participants. 45 in
total.

All

Table 1: Meetings and events
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Figure 1: Different images from the project meetings.
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7. The target audience
In the dissemination plan the target audience was defined as follows:
Rail stakeholders (mainline and urban): Railway operators, railway infrastructure
managers, manufacturers, European rail supply industry, railway representatives at
national and European levels;
Other transport stakeholders including Transport ETPs and National Technology
Platforms;
Representatives of passengers (targeted EU Citizens), such as the European Passenger
Federation (EPF);
Other sector stakeholders that can influence the boost of innovative research in the
railways (start-up environments, among others);
Scientific community: Rail-related and from other disciplines;
Technology providers including SMEs and large companies;
Policy makers including European institutions;
Shift2Rail JU.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target
groups

Website
and
social
media

Workshop

Rail
stakeholders
Other
transport
stakeholders
Scientific
community
Technology
providers
EU citizens

X

X

Flyer,
press
releases
,
enewslet
ter
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

S2R

X

X

Policy makers

X
X

X

Peerreviewe
d
scientifi
c paper

Presentations
at conferences

Final
even
t

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 2: Target groups
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8. The dissemination plan with the communication actions
The dissemination actions were set to include the following elements and the timing of the action
during the project:
Communication Action
Creating a project visual identity, that
includes logo and a variety of templates and
leaflets, power point presentations
Creating and maintaining a constantly
updated modern project Web page
Publications and presentations. publication
of 2 article in specialized magazines and
scientific journals in terms of open access
Active
participation
in
important
international and European conferences
Creating a brief multipurpose presentation in
English to be used as project presentation
Formulation of 3 yearly newsletters

Project Month
M2
M4
M1-M18
M1-M18
In the first half of the project
M6, M12, M18

Developing a strong social media presence M2-M18
in LinkedIn and Twitter
Organizing a workshop and a final event. M12, M18
Press releases will be published after all
public events.
Table 3: Communication actions.

Figure 2: Timeline from the dissemination plan
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As the project was prolonged with more months due to the pandemic, the communication
actions have also been moved in time acordingly.

8.1.

The visual identity

The visual identity of the EMULRADIO4RAIL project was created early in the project. The first
versions of a logo was presented in the middle of December 2018 and the final logo was decided
in January 2019.
To create a visual identity to the EMULRADIO4RAIL project we took in concern the objectives
and the core values of the project. Answering the questions: What is the objective of the project
and what do we want to achieve? Resulting in the answer:
To develop an innovative radio access emulation platform for tests and validation of on-board
and track side prototypes in order to drastically reduce the costs and burden of testing and
validation procedures increase accessibility to testing solutions for all stakeholders in Europe
reduce time-to-market for radio access technologies provide more robust innovative solutions
and “greener” testing solutions.
We worked with associations and keywords to the project to capture the values of the project in
the visual identity.

Simulations, testing, quality,
technologies, modern,
ecological, signals,
wavelengths, rail and tracks.

EMULRADIO4RAIL

Figure 3: Illustration process
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8.1.1.

Colour scheme

First, we decided on the colours representing the values of the project.

Figure 4: Colour scheme

8.1.2.

Font & Typeface

The font and Typeface for Logo and text in print and on the web should be part of the visual
identity and reflect the project. For EMULRADIO4RAIL we choose the following font:

8.1.3.

Logo

Based on the values and objectives of the project we came up with a Logo that has represented
EMULRADIO4RAIL. The logo is simple but still eye-catching and colourful. The logo has been
visible on all project communication, both intern and extern. As long as it was possible the Logo
has been presented in colour. But if necessary, for example on black or coloured background,
the Logo could be exposed in black and white or in negative colour, white text.
G A 826152
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Figure 5: Logo versions

8.1.4.

Templates

Following the guidelines of a Shift2rail-project and to create a common, familiar visual identity,
we created templates and guide lines for all types of communications. All partners could access
them via the cloud. We had templates for several purposes such as; presentations (PowerPoint),
reports and meeting minutes (Word) and all kinds of deliverables all following the provided
standards of Shift2Rail. Namely the Shift2Rail logo and eu-emblem, and the text “This project
has received funding from the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (JU) under grant agreement
No826250. The JU receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme and the Shift2Rail JU members other than the Union”.
All templates were updated with the new Shift2Rail logo in 2020.

Figure 6: Templates, examples power point and poster backThe website

A website was set up in the beginning of the project using the created visual identity as a base.
The URL of the Website is www.emulradio4rail.eu. The web works perfect on Desktops, laptops
or mobile devises and is being monitored via google analytics to track the visitors.
The page is structured as follows:
A static “Home” page with a short description of the project and the menu, some shortcuts to
relevant information and the partners and Shift2rail and EU logos.
The Menu has the following pages:
Home
Emulradio4Rail : gives an overview of the project, a short summary
G A 826152
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Structure : explaines the project structure
Impacts : lists the foreseen impacts
Related projects : description of related projects such as X2RAIL-1 and X2RAIL-3.
Results & Publications
News, this page is directly connected to the twitter news feed
Deliverables , a page where the public deliverables will be available for download as soon as
they are accepted by the commission.
Publications/Presentation, a page to present the publications and make them available for all
Videos&Results, a page with all the videos made during the project.
Partners , a list and short presentation of the partners.
Contact Us a direct contact form to send messages and request contact with the project. Also a
direct link to sign up for the project newsletter.
Legal notice, the rules and legal notice for Europeen webpages

Figure 7: Web site "Home-page"

Figure 8: Web site examples
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The web is constantly being updated with news, results and information regarding the project.

8.1.5.

Web statistics

The Website was created in February 2019 and officially launched the first week in May 2019
and is continuously updated (with available documents, news, etc.).
Since it was launched it has had about 3900 views.

8.2.

Publications and presentations

The partners of EMULRADIO4RAIL set out to make at least 2 public articles in specialized
magazines and scientific journals in terms of open access.
The first article appeared in May in Nets4trains Workshop in Colmar, in May 2019.
Hardware-in-the-loop and Software-in-the-loop platform for test and validation of adaptable
radio communications systems for railways at IP layer.
The project was represented with a poster at the 1rst SmartRacon Workshop in Lille in June 2019.
Another poster was representing EMULRADIO4RAIL at the WCRR in October 2019 in Tokyo on
the Ifsttar booth.
The second paper was submitted and accepted to the TRA2020. Proceedings of 8th Transport
Research Arena TRA 2020, April 27-30, 2020, Helsinki, Finland. Emulation of various radio access
technologies for zero on site testing in the railway domain – The Emulradio4rail platforms.
Written by: Marion Berbineau, Juan Moreno, Sofiane Kharbech, Ying Yang, Alessandro Vizzarie,
Raul Torrego, José Soler, Laurent Clavier, Rédha Kassi, Franco Mazzenga, Romeo Giuliano, Val
Iñaki, Christophe Gransart, Virginie Deniau, Yann Cocheril, Armano Carillo. The paper was
published on the EMULRADIO4RAIL webpage and the official TRA Book of abstracts.
A paper was submitted for the conference, Eucap 2020, published in IEEE xplore: “Emulation of
end-to-end communications systems in railway scenarios: physical layer results”. Written by
Juan Moreno García Loygorri , Sofiane Kharbech, Laurent Clavier, Redha Kassi, Raúl Torrego,
Aitor Arriola, Iñaki Val, Marion Berbineau , José Soler, Ying Yan.
A journal paper has been accepted on 20/12/20, IEEE Access (a Q1 journal). The paper will have
the title “Emulation of radio technologies for railways: a tapped-delay-line channel model for
Tunnels“, written by: Hao Qiu, (student member, ieee), Juan Moreno García-Loygorri (senior
member, ieee), Ke Guan,(senior member, ieee), Danping He,(member, ieee), Ziheng Xu, Bo Ai,
(senior member, ieee), Marion Berbineau.
The partners have submitted on 26/12/2020 an other paper to IEEE Access based on the project
Deliverable D1.3 and some of the results with OAI with LTE only: “Channel models for
performance evaluation of wireless systems in Railway environments” written by: M. Berbineau,
R. Behaegel, J. Moreno, R. Torrego, R. D’errico, Ali Sabra, Y. Yan, J. Soler.
A journal paper based on D3.2 and D2.2 is in preparation at the time of writing this deliverable.
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8.3.

Participation in international and European conferences

All partners of the EMULRADIO4RAIL project planned to take active part in different international
and European conferences and public. Due to the fact that almost all events and conferences
where either cancelled or held only digital as a result of the pandemic we haven’t been able to
fulfil the list we set out for. Nevertheless, we have been active in all the events that where
possible to join digital.
SmartRaCon workshop

Jun 2019

Nets4cars/Nets4trains/Nets4Aircraft
workshop

yearly

in
2019

Lille
(France)
May Workshop
in Colmar

12th World Congress on Railway Research

October
2019

Eucap 2020

March 16 Copenhague
2020
(Denmark).
22-23/10
digital
2020

Shift2Rail Innovation Days

Tokyo
(Japan)

Table 4: Events and congresses

For example, the project was well represented at the 12th world congress on Railway research
in Tokyo. Both with representatives, the project coordinator Marion Berbineau on site as with a
scientific poster and our flyer at the IFSTTAR stand and at the SHIFT2RAIL info stand. Marion
Berbineau also participated in presentations and presented the published paper.

Figure 9: Images from the WCRR in Tokyo

Shift2Rail held their “Innovation Days” 22-23/10 2020 and invited EMULRADIO4RAIL together
with some other SHIFT2RAIL financed project to take part and present the project in a digital
webinar. On the 22/10 2020 at the Parallel afternoon WEBINAR SESSIONS (13.30-15.30)
EMULRADIO4RAIL presented under the title: "Advanced Traffic Management & Control Systems".
The webinars were recorded and disseminated through social media and on the project website.
It has had 142 views on youTube.
G A 826152
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The Innovation days gave the project great exposure and we coordinated our pressreleases on
social media well together with Shift2Rail and EMULRADIO4RAIL were mentioned in a number of
Shift2Rail press releases and social media posts.

8.4.

Creating a brief multipurpose presentation

A flyer presentation was created and printed in September 2019. It is a so called three folded
flyer, with information in English that is available as printed document, as digital booklet and as
download pdf on the website. The folder was printed and present at for the WCRR in October
2019 in Tokyo.
http://www.emulradio4rail.eu/3d-flip-book/flyer-emulradio4rail/

Figure 10: Images of the first project flyer

As the flyer came out in the beginning of the project and the testing hadn’t started yet we
decided to make a second flyer later on in the project. The second flyer was created as a digital
booklet with the results of the project so far. It will be available as a digital booklet on the project
website.

G A 826152
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Figure 11: Image of the second project flyer

8.5.

3 Newsletters

The Newsletter and mailing list was managed through the software Mailchimp, all accordingly
to Europeen rules, EU GDPR . When someone actively signed up and gave permission, the mail
chimp program will add their e-mail address to a list. There is the possibility to subscribe the
newsletter via the EMULRADIO4RAIL website or via a link put out on social media platforms and
send directly to known contacts in the partners network. http://eepurl.com/geP0wz

Figure 12: Registration for the newsletter

During the project we have produced three electronic Newsletter.
The first one was send out on the 18/9 2019.
https://mailchi.mp/91dd06c8a227/newsletter-emulradio4rail
The second came out on the 17/4 2020.
https://mailchi.mp/eddcc0f510e9/emulradio4rail-newsletter-2
And the last one was send out on the 17/12 2020.
https://mailchi.mp/32a2c3d1e812/emulradio4rail-newsletter-5897396?e=10a843aedc
G A 826152
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Figure 13: Images from the 3 Newsletters

A part from the EMULRADIO4RAIL newsletter we also had the possibility to give Shift2Rail
information and news that they could add to their electronic Newsletter. EMULRADIO4RAIL took
this opportunity in account to reach out to an even greater audience and provided Shift2Rail
with information and relevant results. The EMULRADIO4RAIL was there for mentioned in the
Shift2Rail Newsletter. For example, the November and December newsletter 2020.
It was also mentioned in the IEMN Newsletter on the website.
And on the Trimis news on their website.

Figure 14: Images from other newsletters

8.6.
G A 826152
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Part of the dissemination and communication strategy has also been developing a strong social
media presence. Social media is a perfect tool to keep a steady information/news flow regarding
the project and its achievements throughout the process. EMULRADIO4RAIL decided on using
primary Twitter as it is the most appropriated for the target audience.
EMULRADIO4RAIL provided all its partners with social media guidelines to ensure that the
communication is being uniform and gets the best visuality. WE have used hashtags related to
the project and tagged the partners and Shift2Rail in all posts. The coordination with Shift2Rail
via a google document has been very helpful und worked really good.
The social media accounts were created on the 14/2 2019. EMULRADIO4RAIL are present on
Twitter and LinkedIn. EMULRADIO4RAIL has created two social media accounts:
The LinkedIn-account under: https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/emulradio4rail/
And the twitter account under: https://twitter.com/emulradio4rail
The twitter account have gotten 99 followers.
Through a great collaboration with Shift2Rail we have been able to reach 55K impressions, 506
engagements and an average engagement rate of 1%. The LinkedIn page has been able to reach
out to smaller group.

Figure 15: Images of the twitter acount

We added a YouTube playlist for the project to upload videos of the results, webinars etc.
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8.7.

Workshops and final event

The project has, as planned organized two workshops and a final event. One virtual workshop
was organized on the 23 of September 2020, with participants from X2RAIL-3.
Due to the circumstances of the pandemic we had to organize the final event as a virtual event.
The final event was hold via ZOOM video conference on the 11/12 2020. The event had been
announced through newsletters and social media and gathered 45 participants. The whole
webinar was recorded and disseminated on our website and on a playlist on YouTube.
As the final event was held virtually we decided to also create a Project video to be able to
disseminate even more materials online. The video was recorded in Lille France and gathered
videos and images from the other testing sites and partners.

Figure 16: Image from the project video

9. Existing Stakeholders network
To keep a dialogue with industrial partners and specialists in the field EMULRADIO4RAIL put
together Stakeholder group. The aim was to promote the project and its findings through
industry association partners, who use their own networks to convey project messages to their
respective (inter-)national and local members.
EMULRADIO4RAIL will ensure that the project will be transferred to their respective working
poles, in particular those dealing with IT, communication, signal and safety. To follow the
European rules we made a first mail invitation to get permission to send information.
The participants received an invitation to join and needed to actively accept to add their e-mail
address to our SRG-list, via Mailchimp.
G A 826152
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Figure 17: SRG invitation

10. Timeline
The dissemination has been an ongoing progress during the whole project and some activities
will go on beyond the duration of the project itself such as the website.

Figure 18: New adapted timeline

11. Conclusions
The project has been able to fulfil the goals set out in the dissemination plan however with some
minor changes. The pandemic made us rethink on how to mace the conferences and the partner
meetings but it turned out fine with video conferences and virtual webinars. We made some
extra actions such as the second flyer, the YouTube playlist and the project video as a result of
having to be more flexible and giving more results and dissemination via the web.
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